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The newest addition to our best-selling Homework Helpers series is a fun, user-friendly guide
that takes the confusion out of writing essays and papers for students of all ages. Unlike other
books that are so full of technical jargon they confuse more than help, Homework Helpers:
Essays and Term Papers uses straightforward language and simple steps to guide students
through the essay-writing process.Homework Helpers: Essays and Term PapersDescribes in
detailed "plain English" each element and step involved in writing a dozen different types of
essaysIncludes a rough, edited, and final draft sample of each type of essay discussedExplains
the necessity of proofreading and citing sources, providing tips and instruction on how to
accomplish these tasksPresents step-by-step instructions on how to write a great SAT
essayDiscusses what students can expect when they reach college-level coursesStudents of all
ages can find help on writing essays for every major subject in high school or college.
Neophytes will find guidance on the basics, while those further along in their educational careers
can adapt the detailed instructions for more in-depth assignments.
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our educational and post-educational careers can be as daunting and overwhelming as a writing
assignment. Research papers and the assorted forms of essays often seem simple enough
when discussed in a classroom or writing forum, but when faced with a blank page, many people
simply don’t know where to begin...or how to reach the conclusion.In my experience, someone
who is already frustrated will quickly become more so and give up altogether when presented
with pages of formal, in-depth, textbook-like material. The last thing any confused student or
writer wants to do is wade through hundreds of pages of technical material, trying to figure out
how to do what he or she needs to do, especially when that material only serves to add to his or
her stress.Textbooks in particular tend to be long-winded and boring. The information is



presented in such a complex way that, though it is accurate, it is too difficult for many students
and beginning writers to follow. I’ve often wondered why someone didn’t just write an easy,
nononsense guide that told you exactly what you needed to do—and used examples. (I love
examples! You could tell me how to do something a hundred times, and I’ll just look at you like a
cross-eyed monkey. But show me how to do it, and I can understand.)I searched the bookstores
for a guidebook that would teach students and writers how write essays, one that would explain
the rules without using fancy language and hard-to-understand terms. And I couldn’t find one.
There were some that were okay. But they were either a little (or a lot) too technical or just plain
boring. There was only one thing to do: I wrote my own book.My goal in writing Homework
Helpers: Essays & Term Papers was to give the confused and frustrated masses a quick, easy-
to-read, narrative guide with simple, step-by-step processes and fun examples to follow. This
book presents tips, steps, and information on research papers and several different types of
essays, including the SAT essay, in a narrative manner simple enough for a junior high student to
understand, yet thorough enough to assist a graduate student. It allows non-student users, such
as freelance writers or bloggers, the opportunity to have thorough instruction without stepping
foot in a language arts class. Additionally, Homework Helpers: Essays & Term Papers is written
in a format that enables readers to quickly skim for the information they need without bogging
them down in unnecessary pages of confusing material.Let’s face it, you’re going to have to
tackle writing assignments whether you want to or not. But there is no rule that says it has to be a
miserable experience. Writing can be fun. I promise!1Before You WriteLesson 1-1: Choosing a
TopicBefore you can begin to write an essay or paper, you need something to write about. You
will most likely be assigned a topic one of three ways:1. Your teacher will give you a specific
topic.2. Your teacher will give you a list of topics from which to chose, or let you chose a topic
within a set of guidelines.3. You will be given the freedom to choose any topic you want.No
matter which of these is true for you, you will always have some choice in the topic of your paper.
What do I mean by that? Well, regardless of your subject matter, you will need to find a certain
aspect of that topic to focus on. Otherwise, you’d end up with a book instead of an
essay.BrainstormIn most classes, your teacher will assign you a list of topics or let you choose a
topic within a set of guidelines. Say, for example, you are reading Romeo and Juliet in your
English class. You are asked to write about any topic that is related to the play. With such a rich
text, it is impossible to discuss every idea, character, theme, or storyline presented in the play,
so you must narrow your focus to just one of them. This isn’t as hard as it might sound, even if
you hate your subject. You just need to find something about the play that interests you. Do you
like action and blood and danger? You could focus your paper on the conflicts between the two
families and the numerous fights that erupt between them, or the deaths that occur as a result.
Do you like romance or forbidden love? Focus your paper on the relationship between Romeo
and Juliet. Do you like nature? Focus your paper on the plant imagery in the play and what it
might symbolize. Politics? Focus on the political undertones in the play.Maybe you need to write
an essay on Napoleon Bonaparte for your history class. Find something about Napoleon that



interests you. You can focus on his vast military campaigns, personal life, fashion sense, love
life, political prowess, residences, or pets. How did his choice of clothing or favorite breed of dog
influence French culture? How did France fare under his leadership? Why was his hand always
shoved inside his vest?Find something about your topic that won’t bore you to tears and make
that your focus.Lesson 1-2: Make a ListNow, take your topic and make a list of everything you
can think of that relates to that topic. You can include information you know, as well as
information you want to find out. Let’s say you have to write an essay on a country of your choice
for your geography class. You chose Guatemala. Here is what your list may look like: It’s in South
America. Spanish is spoken there. It is mountainous. Climate? Tourist attractions? Economy?
Government? Population?This gives you a starting-off point. Instead of focusing on that five
page essay or ten page paper, all you are focusing on is a simple list of items that you might
want to discuss.Lesson 1-3: Make NotesOnce you have a few items to look up, it’s time to start
researching. You’ll need to make notes of the information you find. The better your notes, the
easier it will be when it comes time to write. Gather a few sources (see Chapter 14 for tips on
researching). When you find something that looks promising, you’ll need to make a note of it.You
can write notes a few different ways, but using index cards seems to be the easiest. They are a
very simple way to keep track of your info. However, if you don’t want to use these, you can find
your own way to keep track of your notes. Write them in a notebook, type them up in a
document, or put them in a spreadsheet—whatever works for you. For now, we’ll just assume
that you are going to go the indexcard route.Other than actually writing the paper, this step will
require the most work, but it can still be relatively painless. Grab one of the sources you chose,
flip to the page or article where your information is located, and read. If it seems like something
you can use, make a note on your index card. If you want the full quote, make sure you copy it
exactly, with quotation marks, so you know it is a direct quote. If you just want the information but
can put it in your own words, then paraphrase it. This is usually best, but you will still need to cite
the source you found the information in, so the next step is crucial.Only put one quote or
paraphrase per card, and be sure to note the source! Copy exactly the source title, author,
publisher, publication year, and page number the information was found on, and anything else
you will need for your bibliography or works cited page. You do not want to accidentally
plagiarize your material. Unless the information included in your paper is directly from your mind
and no other, you need to cite your source, so be sure to get this information down. Writing down
the source information also helps if you need to go back to that source for any reason, so you’re
not at a loss as to where it came from.In addition to the actual information you will use for your
paper and the source’s information, you should make a note of what kind of information the card
is listing. It is helpful if you have a general idea of the main points you’d like to discuss in your
paper. If your paper about peanut butter will discuss the history of the food, techniques for
making it, and its place in American culture, you’ll want to make a note on the index card of
which category the information falls under. Say you find a really good passage about how to
make chunky peanut butter. On the card, paraphrase or quote the info, then note that this card



will fall under the TECHNIQUES section of your paper.So, each card should have the following
information: Source title, author, publisher, publisher location, publication date, and page
number (and URL and date accessed for online sources). Quoted or paraphrased information.
Category or section in which the information belongs.Peanut Butter: A Historyby Thomas Jelly,
Nutty Books, Inc. New York City, 2004, page 154.“Hundreds of years ago, the Aztec mashed
peanuts into paste similar to peanut butter.”Category: History of Peanut ButterLesson 1-4: Your
Thesis StatementA thesis statement is basically a sentence that will define the argument of your
paper; it’s the particular point you are trying to prove. It should make a specific claim that the rest
of your paper will support. It tells your reader what your paper is about and, often, why she
should care.Your thesis statement should appear in the introduction to your essay or paper. That
doesn’t mean you have to come up with your thesis before you do any other work on the paper.
In fact, before you can write your thesis statement, you need to have an idea of what your paper
will discuss. For that, you first need to do a little research and get your information organized.So
don’t worry if you aren’t sure what your thesis statement will be right off the bat. As long as you
know what the focus of your paper will be, you can start the preliminaries of researching and
outlining, and perfect your thesis statement once you have all your information ready to go.When
crafting your thesis statement, there are a few questions you can ask yourself: who, what, when,
where, why, how, and who cares? Though a couple of these may not be relevant for every topic,
it’s good to run through the list each time you write an essay. Be specific in answering them.
Doing so will help you focus your ideas and shape your thesis.Say you want to write a paper on
why the local coffee shop should offer decaffeinated coffee. Ask: Who? Local coffee shop.
What? Selling decaffeinated coffee. When? Not relevant. Where? The coffee shop. Why? It will
increase sales. How? Not relevant. Who cares? Those who love coffee but not the caffeine it
contains, and the owner, who would make a greater profit. Based on these answers, your thesis
would be “Offering decaffeinated coffee at the local coffee shop would increase sales, consumer
satisfaction, and the owner’s profits.”Lesson 1-5: Make an OutlineHave you ever taken your
Halloween candy and made an inventory of what you have? Once you’ve poured out your bag,
you put all the chocolate items in one pile, all the gum in another pile, all the lollipops in another
pile, and all the inedible items (like dimes and quarters) in another pile? Then maybe you broke
those piles down even further. You grabbed the chocolate pile and broke them down into piles of
plain chocolate (like Hershey’s bars), candied chocolate (like M&M’s), and candy bars (like
Snickers). Well, this is basically what you are doing when you make an outline. You are taking
your topic and breaking it down into smaller categories. Only instead of candy, you are
categorizing the information that will go in your paper.Start with your topic and break that into
three main categories: Introduction. Body. Conclusion.Then take each of those categories and
break them down into subcategories: What goes in the introduction? Opening statements,
thesis, summary points. What goes in the body? Main arguments, evidence, and outside
sources. What goes in the conclusion? Restatement of thesis and main points.Each category
and subcategory is given a special number. The main categories are numbered with Roman



numerals (I, II, III). The next subcategory is labeled with a capital letter (A, B, C), the subcategory
after that with an Arabic number (1, 2, 3), and the category after that with a lowercase letter (a, b,
c). The pattern repeats until all your information has been entered:I. Main category
(Introduction)a. Subcategory (Opening statements)1. Subcategory (Opening statement #1)2.
Subcategory (Opening statement #2)b. Subcategory (Thesis statement)c. Subcategory
(Summary of points that will be discussed)II. Main category (Body)a. Subcategory (Point 1)1.
Subcategory (Explanation) a. Subcategory (quotation)b. Subcategory (Point 2…and so on)III.
Main category (Conclusion)As you can see, having your information on note cards will really be
useful. You’ll be able to take the information on those cards and plug them right into an outline.
To do so, you’ll want to:1. Organize your cards into their categories. Many people do this as they
go, either color-coding or keeping their cards in an index card file under the separate categories.
As long as you’ve remembered to mark each card with the category it belongs to, this task
should be reasonably painless.2. Decide whether or not you will use each card (because you will
probably, hopefully, have more information than you need) and put it with the others in that
category (if you haven’t previously done so). Once you have each card where it belongs, go
through the cards and put them in the order in which you want to use them. When this has been
decided, it’s a good idea to number them so if you drop them, you can quickly put them back in
order.Say you’ve got a nice stack of note cards for the first section of your paper on the history of
peanut butter. Go through them. What do you want to discuss first? Maybe you’ve got a card on
how peanut butter became popular in the United States, one on what country peanut butter
originated in, one on the first person to make peanut butter, and one with a quote from the first
president to serve peanut butter in the White House. Organize them and number them in the
order you want:Once you have all your cards organized, making a detailed, final outline is easy.
Just go through the ordered cards and write the information down. Remember: All information
that does not come directly from you must be cited. The quotes and paraphrases that you
include should be used as evidence to support your own knowledge and opinions. So, your
outline should now look like the one that follows, with each entry representing a note card:I.
Introductiona. Peanut butter has a rich and full history, there are several techniques for making
this food, it is deeply rooted in American culture, and there are many interesting and popular
recipes that include peanut butter as an ingredient.b. Thesis: Peanut butter, with its unique
background and soaring popularity, is a food that is both common and yet unusual in its history
and cultural significance.II. History (Peanut butter has an interesting history....)a. Country of
origin (Peanut butter was first made in....)1. Interesting fact #1 (with citation)2. Interesting fact #2
(with citation)b. First person to make peanut butter (Though peanuts have been eaten since ###
BC, it wasn’t until Mr. Smartypants tripped and pulverized his peanuts that modern peanut butter
first made an appearance.)1. Quote from reliable source2. Interesting factc. How peanut butter
became popular in the UnitedStates. (Peanut butter was eaten by a few for some years, but
didn’t become popular throughout the United States until ####.)1. Interesting fact #1 (with
citation)2. Interesting fact #2 (with citation)d. Peanut butter in the White House (Though we



wouldn’t normally consider peanut butter to be found on the president’s table....)1. Interesting
fact #1 (with citation)2. Quote from President So-and-SoIII. Techniquesa. Making chunky peanut
butter (Making chunky peanut butter is a little easier than making creamy.)1. Process detail #12.
Process detail #2b. Making creamy peanut butter (This process takes more time because.....)1.
Process detail #12. Process detail #2IV. Popularity of peanut butter (Peanut butter is enjoyed
throughout the United States....)a. How much peanut butter is consumed in the United States
each year1. Percentage of the population that eats it2. Amount of peanut butter salesb. State it is
most popular in (While the entire country consumes # pounds of peanut butter a year, there is
one area of the United States that eats more than its fair share....)V. Interesting recipesa.
Number of recipes that use peanut butterb. Unusual recipes (Everyone knows about peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches and peanut butter cookies, but there are a few recipes that are a little
more unusual....)1. Example 12. Example 2VI. Conclusiona. Restate thesisb. Summarize
argumentsc. Strong closing statementAfter you’ve made an outline, the hardest part of your job
is done. The outline will make up most of your rough draft. All you need to do is write it in an
essay format, adding a few sentences and explanations that connect or transition between your
ideas. Then, proofread that rough draft and fix whatever errors you’ve made, and your paper is
finished!For every type of essay or paper in this book, I’m going to tell you to do the same three
things:► Make a list.► Make notes.► Make an outline.Why? Because they take a huge,
overwhelming project and break it down into small, manageable pieces. These three steps also
help you to keep your ideas—and paper—well organized.Exercise 1-1Answer the following
questions about getting started. (Answers on page 309.)1. What should you record on a note
card?2. What is a thesis statement?3. What are the three things you should do when writing any
essay or paper?2Basic EssayLesson 2-1: What Is It?The basic essay is the foundation for all
other essays and papers. Luckily, it is fairly easy to learn. It consists of an introduction, which
establishes your thesis and topic; the body, in which you will prove your point through well-
thought-out ideas and well-researched evidence; and a conclusion, which sums up your
arguments.Lesson 2-2: Getting StartedStep 1: Choose a TopicThe first thing you need to do is
choose a topic. Be sure to choose a topic that gives you plenty of information to discuss.
Depending on your assignment, you might need outside sources to back up your statements, or
it may be a purely opinion-based essay in which you discuss something with your own
knowledge and views as arguments. Let’s say you decide to write an essay on the history of
sitcoms.Step 2: Make a ListAfter you choose your topic, you’ll need to decide what you want to
include in your essay. Make a list of items you may want to discuss in your essay. If sitcoms are
your main topic, what do you want to say about them? For a short, very basic essay, you might
only need an introduction, three or four paragraphs discussing the main idea, and a conclusion.
For a more in-depth or longer essay, you could really get into the subject, discussing how
sitcoms got started, looking at sitcoms over the decades, and perhaps even spotlighting a few
specific examples. In either case, you need to think of what information you want to include in
your essay.Brainstorm for a few minutes and write down everything you know (and want to know)



about sitcoms. Your list might look something like this: What year did they start? Definition of
sitcom. Recorded in front of an audience. Recorded in a studio. Average length of a sitcom?
Radio and television sitcoms. Sitcoms in different countries. Award-winning sitcoms. What topics
do sitcoms address?Step 3: Research and Make NotesOnce you have your list, go through it
and organize it a bit. Organize your ideas into a few main categories. Then decide which items
you’d like to discuss in your essay. So, for our essay, our brainstorm items fall into a few main
categories: The history of the sitcom. Characteristics of the sitcom. Examples of sitcoms.This
gives us a great starting place for research. As you gather information and note it down on your
note cards, you can begin to form a thesis. The thesis of our sitcom essay is “Sitcoms have
grown from obscurity to the most popular form of television programming.”Lesson 2-3: Elements
of the EssayThe IntroductionThe first part of your essay is the introduction. This section
introduces your topic and your thesis. You can briefly state the ideas you will be discussing in the
essay. It is also a good idea to start out with a sentence or two giving a little background on your
topic, or with a question that will be answered in your essay. So, the basic outline for your
introduction will look something like this:I. Introductiona. Introductory statements and/or
questionb. Thesis statementc. Main ideasThe BodyThe next section of the essay will contain all
of your information and arguments. Get out your notes and plug your information into the outline.
This portion of the basic outline for our sitcom essay will look something like this:II. Bodya.
Characteristicsb. Historyc. ExamplesThe ConclusionOnce you’ve presented all your information,
you will need to conclude your essay. The conclusion typically contains a restatement of your
thesis and a summary of the arguments you presented in the essay. Phrases such as “In
conclusion,” or “As you can see,” are good, basic opening lines for your concluding paragraph.
The basic outline for this section of the essay could look like this:III. Conclusiona. Restate
thesisb. Summarize argumentsLesson 2-4: Putting It TogetherOnce you have all your information
plugged into a detailed outline, all you’ll need to do is put the ideas on paper. Just follow your
outline straight through, adding a few transitional sentences (sentences that connect one
thought to another, generally used between paragraphs to help your ideas flow smoothly from
one to the next) to fill out your paragraphs, and you have a complete essay. You can see how a
solid essay can take shape from this detailed outline:I. Introductiona. Introductory
statement:There are many forms of television programming available today.b. Thesis
statement:Sitcoms have grown from obscurity to the most popular form of television
programming.c. Main Ideas1. Main characteristics2. An interesting history3. Examples of
popular sitcoms from around the worldII. Historya. Began as radio programming in 1926b.
Sitcoms in the 1940s and ’50sc. Sitcoms in the ’60sd. Sitcoms in the ’70se. Sitcoms in the ’80sf.
Sitcoms in the ’90sg. Present-day sitcomsIII. Main characteristicsa. Definition of a sitcomb.
Types of topics illustratedc. Live audience versus studio recordingd. Average length,
programming times, and other distinctive traitsIV. Examples of popular sitcoms around the
worlda. Most popular American sitcomsb. Most popular British sitcomsc. Other popular
sitcomsV. Conclusiona. Restate thesis:As you can see, the sitcom has undergone a unique and



interesting transformation.b. Summarize arguments1. Sitcoms have many distinctive
characteristics2. They have transformed from simple radio shows to the elaborate programs we
see today.3. There are many wonderful examples of sitcoms worldwide.Sample EssaysLook at
the following essay that discusses how dinosaurs are classified according to their diet. This is a
very simple essay that breaks dinosaurs into three categories: herbivores, carnivores, and
omnivores. Each category is discussed in a paragraph, creating the basic five-paragraph
essay.Following is the detailed outline for the essay. Go through it, and then look at the rough
draft to see how the essay falls into place. The parts of the essay are labeled in the rough draft
with their corresponding numbers from the outline.The Detailed OutlineI. Introductiona. Opening
statements1. Dinosaurs lived on the Earth a long time ago.2. They looked different and lived in
different places.3. They ate different things.b. Thesis: Dinosaurs are categorized into three
different groups: herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores.II. Herbivoresa. Ate plantsb. Teeth were
flat and blunt.c. Swallowed small stones for digestiond. Believed to have lived in herdse. Types of
herbivores1. Brachiosaurus2. Argentinosaurus3. DiplodocusIII. Carnivoresa. Ate meatb. Teeth
were sharp and pointed.c. Had claws and large jawsd. Probably lived alonee. Types of
carnivores1. Tyrannosaurus Rex2. Velociraptor3. AllosaurusIV. Omnivoresa. Ate both meat and
plantsb. Some have teeth; some have a beak.c. Much smaller than the other dinosaursd. Ate
lizards, bugs, and plantse. Types of omnivores1. Oviraptor2. Troodon3. EoraptorV. Conclusiona.
Restate thesisb. Restate evidence1. Each type of dinosaur was built with the tools it needed.2.
Carnivores had sharp claws and teeth.3. Herbivores had blunt teeth.4. Omnivores had
characteristics of both carnivores and herbivores.Version 1: The Rough DraftDinosaur
DietINTRODUCTION(I A1) Dinosaurs were very large, lizard-like creatures that lived on the
Earth millions of years ago. (I A2) They came in all shapes and sizes, and lived in all sorts of
habitats. (I A3) Their diets consisted of a variety of foods. One of the ways dinosaurs can be
classified is by the type of food they ate. (I B) Dinosaurs are categorized into three different
groups: herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores.BODY OF ESSAY(II A) Herbivores are creatures
that eat plants. (II B) Their teeth were flat teeth and also blunt so the plants and twigs and other
vegetation they ate could be ground up. (II C) They swallowed small stones to help digest their
food (II D) Many herbivore dinosaurs are believed to have lived in herds. (II E1,2,3)
Brachiosaurus, argentinosaurus, and diplodocus were all herbivores.(III A) Carnivores are
creatures that eat meat. (III B) There teeth were sharp and pointed to help them tear into meat
and bone. (III C) These dinosaurs usually had sharp claws and large jaws to help them catch
pray. (III D) Carnivorous dinosaurs probably lived alone instead of with herds. (III E1,2,3)
Tyrannosaurus rex, velociraptor, and allosaurus were all carnivores.(IV A) Omnivores are
creatures that eat both meat and plants. These creatures are a little more complex. (IV B) Some
have sharp pointed teeth, and others have a toothless beak. (IV C) They are much smaller than
the larger herbivore or carnivore dinosaurs. (IV D) Omnivores most likely ate lizards and other
small reptiles, large insects, and small plants. (IV E1,2,3) Oviraptor, troodon, and eoraptor are
thought to be omnivores.CONCLUSION(V A) As you can see, herbivores, carnivores, and



omnivores all had very different diets. (V B1) Each type of dinosaur was built with the tools it
needed too digest the food it ate. (V B2) Carnivores had sharp claws and teeth while plant eaters
had more blunt teeth to chew leaves and trees. (V B3) Omnivores were a mix of the
two.ResourcesIgloo Books. Dinosaurs. Igloo Books Ltd.: Cottage Farm, Sywell,
Northamptonshire, UK; 2009. Print.Version 2: The Edited DraftThe second version of the essay
is the edited copy of the rough draft. This version has comments and revision suggestions
marked in red. When proofreading your essays, you want to look for technical mistakes, such as
spelling and punctuation errors, incorrect grammar, missing words, and awkward sentence
structures. You’ll also want to look for areas where more extensive revision would be helpful.
Maybe there is a statement that needs some additional information added, or a transition from
one statement to another that could use a little beefing up. All of these things are part of the
proofreading and editing process.Dinosaur DietDinosaurs are very large, lizard-like creatures
that lived on the Earth millions of years ago. They came in all shapes and sizes, and lived in all
sorts of habitats. Their diets consisted of a variety of foods. One of the ways dinosaurs can be
classified is by the type of food they ate. Dinosaurs are categorized into three different groups:
herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores. (The verb tense used must make logical sense. In this
paper, both past and present tense are being used. Because dinosaurs are no longer alive, it
makes sense to discuss them in the past tense. However, herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores
still exist, so sentences that discuss these types of animals in general should be in the present
tense.)Herbivores are creatures that eat plants. Their teeth were flat teeth and also blunt so the
plants and twigs and other vegetation they ate could be ground up. (This sentence is very wordy
and a little awkward. Reword so it is more formal and understandable. Also, it’s best to avoid
ending sentences with prepositions when possible.) They swallowed small stones to help digest
their food (Insert period) Many herbivore dinosaurs are believed to have lived in herds.
Brachiosaurus, argentinosaurus, and diplodocus were all herbivores. (The names of the
dinosaurs are proper nouns, so capitalize them.)Carnivores are creatures that eat meat. There
(should be “their”) teeth were sharp and pointed to help them tear into meat and bone. These
dinosaurs usually had sharp claws and large jaws to help them catch pray (should be “prey”).
Carnivorous dinosaurs probably lived alone instead of with herds. Tyrannosaurus rex,
velociraptor, and allosaurus were all carnivores. (Capitalize the dinosaur names.)Omnivores are
creatures that eat both meat and plants. These creatures are a little more complex. Some have
sharp (insert comma) pointed teeth, and others have a toothless beak. They are much smaller
than the larger herbivore or carnivore dinosaurs. (Redundant. You don’t need to say they are
“smaller than the larger” because one implies the other.) Omnivores most likely ate lizards and
other small reptiles, large insects, and small plants. Oviraptor, troodon, and eoraptor are thought
to be omnivores. (Again, watch the names!)As you can see, herbivores, carnivores, and
omnivores all had very different diets. Each type of dinosaur was built with the tools it needed
too (should be to) digest the food it ate. Carnivores had sharp claws and teeth while herbivoress
had more blunt teeth to chew leaves and trees. Omnivores were a mix of the two. (They aren’t a



“mix,” but had characteristics of the other two.)ResourcesIgloo Books. Dinosaurs. Igloo Books
Ltd.: Cottage Farm, Sywell, Northamptonshire, UK; 2009. Print.Version 3: The Final DraftThe
third version of the essay is the final, revised copy so you can see how it has transformed from
an outline, to a rough draft, to a polished essay ready to turn in.Dinosaur DietDinosaurs were
very large, lizard-like creatures that lived on the Earth millions of years ago. They came in all
shapes and sizes, and lived in all sorts of habitats. Their diets consisted of a variety of foods.
Dinosaurs were herbivores, carnivores, or omnivores.Herbivores are creatures that eat plants.
Herbivorous dinosaurs generally had flat teeth, suitable for crushing plants and twigs. They
swallowed small stones to help digest their food. Many believe herbivore dinosaurs lived in
herds. The Brachiosaurus, Argentinosaurus, and Diplodocus were all herbivores.Carnivores are
creatures that eat meat. Carnivorous dinosaurs’teeth were sharp and pointed to help them tear
into meat and bone. They usually had sharp claws and large jaws to help them catch prey.
Carnivorous dinosaurs probably lived alone instead of in herds. Tyrannosaurus Rex,
Velociraptor, and Allosaurus were all carnivores.Omnivores are creatures that eat both meat and
plants. Omnivorous dinosaurs were a little more complex. Some had sharp, pointed teeth, and
others had a toothless beak. They were much smaller than the herbivorous or carnivorous
dinosaurs. Omnivores most likely ate lizards and other small reptiles, large insects, and small
plants. Oviraptor, Troodon, and Eoraptor are thought to have been omnivores.As you can see,
herbivorous, carnivorous, and omnivorous dinosaurs had very different diets. Each type of
dinosaur was built with the tools it needed to digest the food it ate. Carnivores had sharp claws
and teeth, while plant eaters had more blunt teeth to chew leaves and trees. Omnivores had
characteristics of both herbivores and carnivores.ResourcesIgloo Books. Dinosaurs. Igloo Books
Ltd.: Cottage Farm, Sywell, Northamptonshire, UK; 2009. Print.Exercise 2-1Answer the following
questions about the basic essay. (Answers on page 309.)1. What are the three main
components of a basic essay?2. What should be included in the introduction?3. What should be
included in the conclusion?3Argumentative/Persuasive EssayLesson 3-1: What Is It?The
argumentative essay does exactly what it says it does: it argues a specific point. This essay is
also called a persuasive essay. The purpose of this type of essay is to convince your reader to
agree with your point of view. For example, if your thesis is “Printed books are better than e-
books, the body of your essay would focus on reasons to prove this point, backed up by solid
sources and examples.Part of writing an argumentative essay is presenting the opposing side’s
point of view and refuting it. For example, stating something like “There are those that would
argue that large SUVs are better than small cars for such and such a reason. However, they are
incorrect because of Reason One, Reason Two, and Reason Three.”You can convincingly argue
for any side of any argument as long as you have valid points and facts to back up your
arguments.Lesson 3-2: Getting StartedStep 1: Choose a TopicThis may sound like a no-brainer,
but you want to be sure to choose a topic for which you will be able to find information
supporting both the pro and con positions of a topic. You might want to write on why vampires
are better than wizards, but if you don’t have enough hard, scholarly evidence to support your



claims, it won’t work. So pick something that will give you a lot of information to work with.Step 2:
Make a Pro and Con ListWhen brainstorming for a persuasive essay, you must think of reasons
of why you are taking one side over another. Similarly, you must look at why a person would take
the opposite position. Remember: Part of writing an argumentative essay involves presenting
opposing ideas and refuting them.You need to be sure you will have enough material to satisfy
the length requirement of your assignment, so be sure to brainstorm enough ideas. You will
probably need at least a paragraph or two for each argument. You also need to be sure you have
enough evidence to support your arguments. Unfortunately, you can’t just say “This is my
opinion, and that is that.” You must have solid, factual evidence to support your statements.For
our example, let’s say you are going to write an essay arguing why printed books are better than
e-books. First, brainstorm a pro and con list. It might look something like the list shown on this
page.Why Printed Books Are Better Than E-BooksPros (Arguments for your position)Cons
(Arguments against your position) Not all books come in e-form. E-books are cheaper. E-
readers are expensive. You can carry many books all on one reader. You don’t need an
Internet connection to read a printed book. E-books are eco-friendly. E-readers can break and
lose the book.Now you have a starting point for your research.Step 3: Research and Make
NotesOnce you know what you need to look for, it’s time to gather your evidence. Find at least
one (two or more would be even better) solid, scholarly, citable sources for each of your
arguments.So, you could find facts such as: A university or national survey showing how many
readers had access to the Internet or Websites that sold e-books. A quotation from an article on
how vulnerable e-readers were to breaking, electronic bugs, or other problems that could erase
stored information. A few statistics on how many printed books are available opposed to how
many e-books are available. A price comparison for a few different stores on the price of printed
versus e-books would be great to support the price argument for the con position.You also need
to know which opposing statements you will be using and find evidence to refute those
arguments. For the opposing arguments we have listed, you could find: An article or national
study on Americans traveling habits. An advertisement on how many books an e-reader can
store. An article on the ecological benefits of e-readers.As you do your research, remember to
record all your information and its sources.Lesson 3-3: Elements of the EssayThere are four
main components in this essay.► Thesis StatementA strong statement informing your readers of
the position you will be taking is essential to an argumentative essay.► Supporting Arguments
and EvidenceOnce you’ve stated your position, you need strong evidence to back up your case.
For a longer and more complex assignment, you may need extensive evidence.► Opposing
Arguments and Refuting EvidenceChoose one or two statements that oppose the position you
are taking, then state why these arguments are untrue or unreliable. Use outside sources to
back up your reasoning. The purpose of this is to show you are aware of all sides of the
argument and to further prove the strength of your position by explaining why the opposing side
is wrong, or at least not as right as your side.► ConclusionWrap it up by restating your thesis
and giving a brief recap of the arguments you used to prove your point.Lesson 3-4: Putting It



TogetherOnce you have your information, arguments, and evidence ready, you just need to put it
together. Let’s take a look at the parts of the essay. I have listed them in outline form, the way
they would be presented. Your outline would end up looking something like this:I. Introductiona.
Thesis: Evidence shows that printed books continue to be more popular than e-books.b.
Summary of arguments: Printed books are not subject to an e-reader’s issues, printed books are
readily available anywhere, and they are affordable for everyone.II. Body of Essaya. Supporting
statement 1: Not all books come in e-form.1. Cite source of supporting statisticsb. Supporting
statement 2: E-readers can break and lose all the information/books stored on them.1. Cite
article of supporting quotec. Supporting statement 3: Not everyone has the Internet or means to
download e-books.1. Cite national survey supporting this statementd. Opposing statement 1: E-
books are cheaper.1. Refute this statement (Some may argue that ebooks are cheaper,
however, when the price of the e-readers is factored in, electronic books become unaffordable to
many readers.)III. Conclusiona. Summarize argumentsb. Restate positionWith a few convincing
arguments, a little research, and some evidence to back up your statements, you’ve got yourself
a nice, welldocumented argumentative essay.Sample EssaysLook at the following essay, which
argues that primates are able to communicate with human beings. The essay cites the many
experiments that have shown primates communicating through the use of American Sign
Language, using the experiences of two particular chimps as supporting evidence. The essay
also mentions the opposing side’s argument that primates might mimic signs, but that doesn’t
mean they understand what they are doing. An example describing an instance with the chimp
Washoe is used to refute the opposing argument. It concludes that primates do, indeed,
communicate with humans. This essay cites its sources using MLA style.Here is the detailed
outline for the essay. Go through it, and then look at the rough draft to see how the essay falls
into place. The parts of the essay are labeled in the rough draft with their corresponding
numbers from the outline.The Detailed OutlineI. Introductiona. Opening statement: There’s been
a lot of debate on whether monkeys, etc. can communicate with humans.b. Introduce supporting
evidence: A lot of experiments have been done.c. Thesis: It’s been proven through many
experiments that primates can communicate with humans.d. Introduce opposing argument:
Many scientists don’t believe primates know what they’re doing.II. Supporting evidence 1a.
Griffin quote in Walker, page 356b. Chimp learned 10 words, Walker, page 357c. What scientists
learned, Awareness quote, page 17III. Supporting evidence 2a. Washoeb. Learned 150 signsc.
Similar to a 2-year-oldd. Quote from Ember, page 52IV. Opposing Argumenta. Quote from
Walker, page 356b. Refuting evidence1. Washoe using the word dirt, paraphrase from Ember
page 63V. Conclusiona. Recap evidenceb. Restate thesisVersion 1: The Rough DraftMonkey
See, Monkey DoINTRODUCTION(I A) There’s been a lot of debate as to whether or not
monkeys, apes, etc. can really communicate with us. (I B) A lot experiments have been
conducted to see if these animals, especially chimps, can learn to communicate with other
species. (I C) It’s been proven threw many experiments that primates can communicate with
humans. (I D) While some scientists think the the monkeys and apes and other primates don’t



really know what there doing, they really do.BODY OF ESSAY(II A) Donald R. Griffin relates one
such experiment that involved a chimp that was born and raised in a human home “hearing
English as well as seeing ASL gestures” (Walker 356). (II B) The chimp learned 10 words
(spoon, foot, curtain, water, banana, shocker, raisin, nut, leaf, and pillow) and could fetch these
objects if verbally told (Walker 357) (II C) From this, scientists learned that chimps can “learn to
identify objects and pictures on hearing the names in spoken English”(III A) One of the most well-
known chimps is Washoe. Her trainers, Allen and Beatrice Gardener, taught her ASL. (III B)
Washoe succeeded in learning 150 signs. (III C) While Washoe learned to communicate, the
order that she organized her words and signs in very similar to a two-year-old’s vocabulary. (III
D) Once on an island with other chimps, Washoe saw some people across the water drinking
iced tea.She kept signing, “Roger ride come gimme sweet eat please hurry hurry you come
please gimme sweet you hurry you come ride Roger come give Washoe fruit drink hurry hurry
fruit drink please.” ...A plane flew over just then, and Washoe mentioned that, too. She signed,
“You me ride in plane” (qtd in Ember 62).(IV A) Scientists do not disagree “so much about
whether chimpanzees learn to associate particular gestures with particular objects, and
particular actions,” but whether or not “they achieve the higher levels of mental organization” that
mean they understand the “relationship between words” (Walker 356). However, there have
been many primates that prove they understand the relationship between, and meaning of, the
words they are using.(IV B) Some primates have shown the ability to learn words and to use
them, in some cases, in ways that she was not taught. (IV B1) For instance, Washoe was taught
the sign for dirty, to refer to waste products and other dirty things like soil. But she began to use it
as an insult. Whenever her trainer, Roger Fouts, did something that Washoe didn’t like, or refuse
to give her something that she wanted, Washoe would sign “dirty Roger” (Ember
63).CONCLUSION(V A) Whether or not humans accept these results, the facts are there. The
tests and experiments have almost all shown that monkeys and apes possess an intelligence
that we had previously not thought possible. The primates involved haven’t merely mimicked
what their trainers do. They have actually communicated with their trainers and keepers, using a
form of human language, sign language, as a way to describe how they feel and think. (V B)
These animals are capable of communication with humans.Works CitedBright, Michael. Animal
Language. London: Cornell University Press, 1985. Print.Ember, Carol R. and Melvin Ember.
Cultural Anthropology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1993. Print.Griffin, Donald R. Animal
Thinking. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1984. Print.———. The Question of
Animal Awareness. New York, Rockefeller University Press, 1976. Print.Hoage, R.J. and Larry
Goldman, ed. Animal Intelligence. Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1986.
Print.Walker, Stephen F. Animal Thought. Boston: Routledge and K. Paul, 1983. Print.Version 2:
The Edited DraftThe second version of the essay is the edited copy of the rough draft. This
version has comments and revision suggestions marked in red. When proofreading your essays,
you want to look for technical mistakes, such as spelling and punctuation errors, incorrect
grammar, missing words, and awkward sentence structures. But you’ll also want to look for areas



where more extensive revision would be helpful. Maybe there is a statement that needs some
additional information added, or a transition from one statement to another that could use a little
beefing up. All of these things are part of the proofreading and editing process.Monkey See,
Monkey DoThere’s (Get rid of the contraction.) been a lot of debate as to whether or not
monkeys, apes, (Don’t use “etc.”) can really communicate with us. A lot (Replace with “Many” to
make it sound more formal.) experiments have been conducted to see if these animals,
especially chimps, can learn to communicate with other species. It’s (Get rid of contraction.)
been proven threw (Change to “through.”) many experiments that primates can communicate
with humans. While some scientists think the the (Delete the second “the.”) monkeys and apes
and other primates don’t really know what there doing, they really do. (This sentence is
awkward, wordy, and confusing. The end makes it sound like the scientists don’t know what they
are doing when it is referring to the primates.)Donald R. Griffin (Add a brief explanation about
who this is.) relates one such experiment that involved a chimp that was born and raised in a
human home “hearing English as well as seeing ASL gestures” (Walker 356). The chimp learned
10 words (spoon, foot, curtain, water, banana, shocker, raisin, nut, leaf, and pillow) and could
fetch these objects if verbally told (Walker 357) (Because these quotes are from the same
source, just a page apart, you can list the citation at the end of the second one, listing both page
numbers.) From this, scientists learned that chimps can “learn to identify objects and pictures on
hearing the names in spoken English” (citation?).One of the most well-known chimps is Washoe.
Her trainers, Allen and Beatrice Gardener, taught her ASL. Washoe succeeded in learning 150
signs. While Washoe learned to communicate, the order that she organized her words and signs
in (improper grammar—reword) were (Change “were” to “was” because “the order” is singular.)
very similar to a two-year-old’s vocabulary. Once on an island with other chimps, Washoe saw
some people across the water drinking iced tea.She kept signing, “Roger ride come gimme
sweet eat please hurry hurry you come please gimme sweet you hurry you come ride Roger
come give Washoe fruit drink hurry hurry fruit drink please.” …A plane flew over just then, and
Washoe mentioned that, too. She signed, “You me ride in plane” (qtd in Ember 62).Scientists do
not disagree “so much about whether chimpanzees learn to associate particular gestures with
particular objects, and particular actions,” but whether or not “they achieve the higher levels of
mental organization” that mean they understand the “relationship between words” (Walker 356).
(You could paraphrase this instead of using direct quotes.) However, there have been many
primates that prove they understand the relationship between, and meaning of, the words they
are using.Some primates have shown the ability to learn words and to use them, in some cases,
in ways that she was not taught. For instance, Washoe was taught the sign for dirty, to refer to
waste products and other dirty things like soil. But (This is technically okay, but “however” would
be better.) she began to use it as an insult. Whenever her trainer, Roger Fouts, did something
that Washoe didn’t like, or refuse (should be “refused”) to give her something that she wanted,
Washoe would sign “dirty Roger” (Ember 63).Whether or not humans accept these results, the
facts are there. The tests and experiments have almost all shown (wordy and weakens the



argument—reword) that monkeys and apes possess an intelligence that we (Who is we? Maybe
reword to make the statement more general.) had previously not thought possible. The primates
involved haven’t merely mimicked what their trainers do. They have actually communicated with
their trainers and keepers, using a form of human language, (This is technically okay, but not
really necessary as we already know this is the language to which you are referring.) as a way to
describe how they feel and think. These animals are capable of communication with
humans.Works CitedBright, Michael. Animal Language. London: Cornell University Press, 1985.
Print.Ember, Carol R. and Melvin Ember. Cultural Anthropology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1993. Print.Griffin, Donald R. Animal Thinking. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press,
1984. Print.———. The Question of Animal Awareness. New York, Rockefeller University Press,
1976. Print.Hoage, R.J. and Larry Goldman, ed. Animal Intelligence. Washington D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1986. Print.Walker, Stephen F. Animal Thought. Boston:
Routledge and K. Paul, 1983. Print.Version 3: The Final DraftThe third version of the essay is the
final, revised copy so you can see how it has transformed from an outline, to a rough draft, to a
polished essay ready to turn in.Monkey See, Monkey DoThere has been a lot of debate as to
whether or not monkeys and apes can really communicate with us. Many experiments have
been conducted to see if these animals, especially chimps, can learn to communicate with other
species. It has been proven through many experiments that primates can communicate with
humans. Though some scientists argue that the primates may not understand the signs they are
using, the experiments prove otherwise.Donald R. Griffin, an associate of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard and the creator of the field of cognitive ethology, relates one
such experiment that involved a chimp that was born and raised in a human home “hearing
English as well as seeing ASL gestures.” The chimp learned 10 words (spoon, foot, curtain,
water, banana, shocker, raisin, nut, leaf, and pillow) and could fetch these objects if verbally told
(Walker 356-7). From this, scientists learned that chimps can “learn to identify objects and
pictures on hearing the names in spoken English” (Awareness 17).One of the most well known
chimps is Washoe. Her trainers, Allen and Beatrice Gardener, taught her ASL. Washoe
succeeded in learning 150 signs. While Washoe learned to communicate, the order in which she
organized her words and signs were very similar to a two-year-old’s vocabulary. Once on an
island with other chimps, Washoe saw some people across the water drinking iced tea.She kept
signing, “Roger ride come gimme sweet eat please hurry hurry you come please gimme sweet
you hurry you come ride Roger come give Washoe fruit drink hurry hurry fruit drink please.” …A
plane flew over just then, and Washoe mentioned that, too. She signed, “You me ride in
plane” (quoted in Ember 62).Scientists do not disagree “so much about whether chimpanzees
learn to associate particular gestures with particular objects, and particular actions,” but whether
or not “they achieve the higher levels of mental organization” that mean they understand the
“relationship between words” (Walker 356). However, there have been many primates that prove
they understand the relationship between, and meaning of, the words they are using.Washoe,
for instance, showed the ability to learn words and to use them, in some cases, in ways that she



was not taught. For example, Washoe was taught the sign for dirty, to refer to waste products
and other dirty things like soil. However, she began to use it as an insult. Whenever her trainer,
Roger Fouts, did something that Washoe didn’t like, or refused to give her something that she
wanted, Washoe would sign “dirty Roger” (Ember 63).Whether or not humans accept these
results, the facts are there. The tests and experiments have shown that monkeys and apes
possess an intelligence that some researchers had previously not thought possible. The
primates involved haven’t merely mimicked what their trainers do. They have actually
communicated with their trainers and keepers, using a form of human language, as a way to
describe how they feel and think. These animals are capable of communication with
humans.Works CitedBright, Michael. Animal Language. London: Cornell University Press, 1985.
Print.Ember, Carol R. and Melvin Ember. Cultural Anthropology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1993. Print.Griffin, Donald R. Animal Thinking. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press,
1984. Print.———. The Question of Animal Awareness. New York, Rockefeller University Press,
1976. Print.Hoage, R.J. and Larry Goldman, ed. Animal Intelligence. Washington D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1986. Print.Walker, Stephen F. Animal Thought. Boston:
Routledge and K. Paul, 1983. Print.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Thorough and fun. If you are a student, a writer, or just know a student or
a writer, buy this book! Michelle McLean writes with authority but renders the sometimes scary
subject of essay-writing accessible to all readers. Using examples like Harry Potter and the
history of donuts, Michelle makes essay-writing fun. Every home would benefit from having
Homework Helpers: Essays and Term Papers on its shelf.I was blown away by how useful this
book is. I expected a great how-to after reading Michelle's Tutor Tuesdays on her blog. But I
didn't know I was getting the quintessential guide on everything papers! This book covers
everything you need to know about writing a paper, from inception of the idea to execution of the
final sentence. And it's all told in Michelle's conversational voice.”

helen, “Big help. This is a great accompaniment to prepare your child for good essay skills in
English Language. The book has depth, current and easy to follow tasks and yet offers varied
insights on essay writing styles and preparation techniques.”

MUmonster, “I like it.. Good book as a reference.”

leemar, “Four Stars. Great info”

Ronald F. Cota, “Four Stars. For my granddaughter - ask her”

Ali Cross, “A Must-Have For All Students. I cannot stress enough what a fantastic book this is.
I'm not sure what I expected--a dry textbook-like foray into the land of the boring, maybe--but this
book isn't that at all. This book is accessible, informative, interesting and very, very
helpful.McLean details the different kinds of essays from basic (even helpful for me as my two
fifth-graders are learning about essay writing this year) all the way up to the dreaded research/
term paper that sends fourth year university students shaking in their boots. I learned things
about the different essay types that I never once was taught, not in high school nor in university.
Things I wish I'd been able to learn in such a friendly manner--rather than the fumbling in the
dark way.Whatever the type of essay you're required to write, McLean teaches you how to
brainstorm, research, outline, and write from the rough to the finished draft. She also teaches
you how to research and site sources. And as an added bonus, provides tips on avoiding
common grammar mistakes.HOMEWORK HELPERS: ESSAYS & TERM PAPERS is truly an
exceptional resource for all your students. It should have a place on every student's shelf--right
next to Webster's Dictionary and Roget's Thesaurus.”

Christine Fonseca, “A must-have resource for kids, parents and educators.... Ms. Mclean's book,
Essays and Term Papers, is the the newest addition to the Homework Helpers series of
educational resources. It's an outstanding writing guide for teens and adults from 8th grade



through college. Every single type of writing assignment you may ever be asked to write is
covered in this easy-to-read book. Each task is broken down into mini "lessons" that can make
the most writing-phobic kid feel like they can not only do the assignment, but do it well.I have two
kids at home. My teen is in a gifted program, but she will tell you that writing does not come
naturally to her (she is more the math/science geek). This book is perfect for her, breaking the
writing down in a formulaic way that makes her comfortable with the writing process.I've also
seen the strategies in this book utilized with special needs kids - all with fabulous results.Trust
me, if you have kids in HS or college, or if you know any, go and get this book! You won't be
disappointed.And if you are an English or Resource teacher, this is a great addition to your
professional library, as well as an excellent resource for your parents! I really can't speak
strongly enough about it.”

The book by Michelle McLean has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.
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